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Abstract
The Sia1scheduler efficiently assigns heterogeneous deep
learning (DL) cluster resources to elastic resource-adaptive
jobs. Although some recent schedulers address one aspect
or another (e.g., heterogeneity or resource-adaptivity), none
addresses all and most scale poorly to large clusters and/or
heavy workloads even without the full complexity of the
combined scheduling problem. Sia introduces a new sched-
uling formulation that can scale to the search-space sizes
and intentionally match jobs and their configurations to
GPU types and counts, while adapting to changes in clus-
ter load and job mix over time. Sia also introduces a low-
profiling-overhead approach to bootstrapping (for each new
job) throughput models used to evaluate possible resource
assignments, and it is the first cluster scheduler to support
elastic scaling of hybrid parallel jobs.

Extensive evaluations show that Sia outperforms state-of-
the-art schedulers. For example, even on relatively small 44-
to 64-GPU clusters with amix of three GPU types, Sia reduces
average job completion time (JCT) by 30–93%, 99th percentile
JCT and makespan by 28–95%, and GPU hours used by 12–
55% for workloads derived from 3 real-world environments.
Additional experiments demonstrate that Sia scales to at least
2000-GPU clusters, provides improved fairness, and is not
over-sensitive to scheduler parameter settings.

CCS Concepts: • Theory of computation→ Scheduling
algorithms; • Software and its engineering→ Cloud
computing.

Keywords: cluster scheduling, resource allocation, deep learn-
ing training
∗Work done while at Carnegie Mellon University
1In Egyptian mythology, Sia is the god of perception/intelligence [1], not to
be confused with the popular music artist [2].
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1 Introduction
Sizable deep learning (DL) clusters, often shared by multiple
users training deep learning models for different problems,
have become data center staples. A scheduler is used to
assign cluster resources to submitted jobs. Increasingly, DL
clusters consist of a mix of GPU types2, due to incremental
deployment over time and advances in GPU design.

Recent work provides powerful schedulers for DL clusters,
but none utilize heterogeneous DL clusters well. To help
explain why, we partition existing schedulers into two cate-
gories. Heterogeneity-aware schedulers [32, 40, 56] explicitly
consider differences among GPU types in the cluster, with
Gavel [40] as a state-of-the-art example, but existing options
only accommodate what we term rigid jobs. (“Rigid” jobs
must run with a user-specified number of GPUs, do not allow
elastic scaling, and do not adapt to resource assignments.)
Adaptivity-aware schedulers [43, 44, 50] explicitly consider
how non-rigid jobs would adapt to (e.g., batchsize adjust-
ments) and perform with different numbers of GPUs, with
Pollux [44] being a state-of-the-art example, but existing
options assume that the cluster’s GPUs are all the same type.

Figure 1 illustrates the resulting problem. When only one
degree of freedom (heterogeneous GPUs or adaptive jobs)
is present, a state-of-the-art scheduler for addressing it pro-
vides good performance. But when both are present, much
opportunity is lost (see 40–70% lower average JCTs in the
middle trio of bars) because existing schedulers do not con-
sider both. Worse, for more intense workloads the gaps grow
larger (e.g., see Figures 7 and 9), because these schedulers
scale poorly with contention (Gavel) and cluster size (Pollux).

Sia is a new scheduler designed for resource-adaptive DL
training jobs and heterogeneous resources, matching each
state-of-the-art for their category but outperforming them
2For conciseness, we will use "GPU" to refer to any accelerators used for DL
model processing generally, including both traditional GPUs and various
others like TPUs [25], FPGAs, and other ML accelerators [4, 22, 31].
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Figure 1. Scheduler comparison for three scenarios. [Left] For
resource-adaptive (non-rigid) jobs on a homogeneous cluster, the
left-most bars show that Pollux and Sia yield lower average job com-
pletion times (JCTs) than Gavel. [Right] For rigid jobs on a 3-GPU-
type heterogeneous cluster, on the right, Gavel and Sia outperform
Pollux. [Center] For non-rigid jobs and heterogeneous resources, in
the middle, Sia outperforms both state-of-the-art schedulers built
for only one of the two complexities. (The trace and cluster configu-
rations are detailed in Section 4; the heterogeneous cluster includes
some faster GPUs, causing JCTs to decrease for all schedulers.)

when both degrees of freedom are present. Conceptually,
in each scheduling round, Sia considers every possible as-
signment of GPUs (number and type) to current jobs, esti-
mates their aggregate “goodput”3 (including any job resizing
costs), and selects the best cluster resource assignment for
the next period of time. This is challenging for two funda-
mental reasons: (1) the search space is huge, for a sizable
cluster, and much worse when there are multiple GPU types
and each job can use and adapt to any number of GPUs of any
type; (2) different DL jobs experience different performance
changes when comparing one GPU type to another, when
increasing the number of GPUs (i.e., one may scale better
than another), and when comparing scaling with one GPU
type to scaling with another (e.g., different GPU types can
have distinct compute-to-network-bandwidth ratios), and
yet profiling each DL job for all possible resource allocations
is prohibitively expensive.

Sia addresses these challenges with a new solver formula-
tion to deal with scale and a new approach to online learning
of per-job per-GPU-type throughput models. Sia’s new ILP
formulation, together with pragmatic search space reduc-
tions, allows it to efficiently find assignments of GPU types,
GPU counts, and batchsizes for all pending jobs even as
load and cluster size grow. Sia’s new approach to through-
put modeling (as a function of GPU type, GPU count and
batchsize) avoids extensive profiling, which could override
scheduling benefits. Instead, Sia bootstraps each new job’s
throughput model with profiles of just one minimum-sized4
configuration per GPU type, initially assumes simple scal-
ing/projection across as-yet-unknown configurations, and
3“Goodput” [44] is a DL efficiency metric that combines sample-processing
throughput and statistical efficiency to reflect rate of training progress.
4For traditional data-parallel jobs, the minimum size is 1 GPU. For forms
of model-parallel (e.g., pipeline parallel [18, 39]), which we term “hybrid
parallel", the submitter-specified number of GPUs will be the minimum.

dynamically refines the model as different configurations are
used for the job. Experiments confirm that Sia’s approach
yields good decisions with low profiling overhead.

Extensive evaluations with workloads derived from three
real cluster environments show Sia’s effectiveness, scala-
bility, and superiority to three state-of-the-art schedulers
(Pollux, Gavel, and Shockwave [61]), as well as others. Sia is
implemented as a plugin-compatible scheduler replacement
in the open-source AdaptDL framework [20], allowing us to
perform head-to-head comparisons with the public Pollux
implementation. Experiments with Sia, Pollux, and Gavel on
a 44-GPU 3-GPU-type cluster show that Sia provides 35%
and 50% lower average JCTs (avgJCT) than Pollux and Gavel,
respectively. Importantly, these experiments also re-validate
the simulator from [44], which we use for broader explo-
rations, including larger clusters than we can obtain and
more intense workloads. Indeed, we find that Sia’s advan-
tages growwith cluster load/contention, especially compared
to Gavel (up to 95% lower avgJCT) and Shockwave (up to
47% lower avgJCT), which treat all jobs as rigid.

Overall, the results show that, for adaptive jobs on a het-
erogenenous cluster, dynamically adapting job resource as-
signments (GPU type and count) is crucial and results in
Sia outperforming all three state-of-the-art schedulers on
all performance metrics considered: 30–93% lower average
JCT, 28–95% lower p99 JCT, 38-65% lower makespan, 12–60%
lower GPU hours used. Sia also outdoes the other schedulers
on fairness metrics [34, 61], including 64% lower worst-case
finish-time fairness and 99% lower unfair job fraction, even
though Shockwave was designed to provide fairness. Ad-
ditional results confirm Sia’s (1) ability to improve cluster
efficiency even when many jobs disallow changing of batch-
size or GPU count, (2) ability to schedule and elastically
scale Megatron[41]-style pipeline-model-parallel [18, 39]
jobs (scale-out using data-parallelism), (3) scheduler-runtime
scalability to sizable clusters (up to 2000 GPUs), (4) robust-
ness to scheduler-parameter defaults, and (5) minor penalty
for initially-crude bootstrapped throughput-models.
This paper makes five primary contributions: (1) it ex-

poses a gap in state-of-the-art schedulers that leaves a large
untapped opportunity; (2) it introduces a new scheduler (Sia)
with an ILP formulation that addresses the compounded
complexity of heterogeneous GPU types and job adaptivity;
(3) it shows that per-job per-GPU-type throughput models
can be bootstrapped from observing just a few mini-batches
up front and then quickly and effectively refined as the job
runs in Sia-optimized configurations; (4) it presents the first
cluster scheduler able to elastically scale hybrid parallel jobs;
(5) it shows that Sia matches state-of-the-art schedulers in
their target domains and significantly outperforms them in
the union of their domains’ complexities. Results also show
Sia’s scalability, fairness, and parameterization robustness.



2 DL cluster scheduling and related work
A deep learning (DL) training job trains a deep neural net-
work (DNN) model on a dataset in an iterative manner over
multiple epochs. In each epoch, and for each minibatch in
an epoch, an optimizer updates model parameters by mini-
mizing a loss function over the minibatch of samples. Since
the minibatch size is usually fixed for extended periods of
training (if not the entirety of training), most DL jobs take a
consistent and predictable [52] amount of time to complete
a minibatch. These jobs are also generally pre-emptible, as
one can checkpoint the state of the job (including the model
and optimizer states) after any minibatch and resume the job
from a checkpoint without losing much job progress. They
are also amenable to scaling as gradient computation can
be parallelized across multiple GPUs on a single node and
across multiple nodes[5, 9, 10, 23, 42, 48].
Although various parallelization strategies exist [18, 23,

39, 41, 49], most training jobs use synchronous data paral-
lelism (DP)—given a set of GPUs, each GPU receives a replica
of the model and computes gradients on a partition of the
minibatch, whose size is termed local batch size. After the
gradients from all the GPUs are reduced to a minibatch gra-
dient, such as by a collective all-reduce [42, 48], an optimizer
(e.g., SGD or Adam [27]) applies the gradient to generate
the updated model parameters on each GPU. How well a
given DL job scales depends on characteristics of the job
(e.g., compute intensity and number of model parameters),
the GPUs, and the inter-GPU network: for each minibatch,
the gradient computation phase is divided among the GPUs,
while the reduce phase synchronizes them. Prior work has
shown that job scalability can be modeled effectively with
relatively few measurements [43, 44].
Some DL jobs use forms of model parallelism, such as

pipeline model parallelism (PMP[18, 39]) or Tensor Model
Parallelism (TMP[41]), when the model being trained is too
large to fit in a single GPU’s memory. Powerful optimiz-
ers [39, 53, 60] exist for modeling performance of differ-
ent configurations and partitioning a model across GPUs
to maximize performance. Recently, some increase scale by
mixing multiple parallelism types—e.g., Megatron-LM[41]
mixes PMP and TMP at moderate scales and then employs
synchronous data-parallelism to scale out to 100s of nodes.
Elastic and resource-adaptive DL jobs. Data-parallel

DL jobs can be elastically re-sized over time, by checkpoint-
ing and then restarting on a different number of GPUs (with
a different division of each minibatch’s samples). Moreover,
aspects of how the job does its work can be adapted to as-
signed resources, if the job is designed to do so [44, 59]. For
example, the minibatch size can be adapted, such as by in-
creasing its size when using more GPUs in order to increase
the per-GPU compute for each minibatch and thereby in-
crease scalability. Different minibatch sizes do have different
statistical efficiency impacts, and the differences depend on

job characteristics, but this effect can also be measured and
modeled [36, 44].
Other DL jobs are usually submitted to a scheduler with

a predetermined configuration, and changing it usually re-
quires re-running the hybrid parallel optimizer. As discussed
above, however, they can also be scaled using a data-parallel
style by replicating the original configuration: for exam-
ple, a PMP job that requires 4 GPUs for model and selected
minibatch-size could use 8 GPUs and a doubled minibatch,
one for each 4-GPU instance of the original configuration [41].
Resource heterogeneity. There are many GPU types,

representing different product lines and generations pro-
duced by different vendors, and they naturally differ in GPU
memory size and in compute and communication perfor-
mance. It is common for a DL cluster to contain multiple
GPU types. In part, this occurs because many clusters are
deployed and grown over time, and the most cost-effective
option can be selected each time new hardware is purchased
and added. Looking ahead, the rapid development of new DL
accelerators [4, 22, 25, 31], including some targeting specific
DL models [58], will make having multiple “GPU types” a
design feature rather than a deployment consequence. Un-
surprisingly, a DL job may perform differently on different
GPU types, and it can also scale differently for different GPU
types (e.g., because the compute-to-network ratio changes).
In addition, as illustrated in Figure 2 different DL jobs can
experience different speedups and different scalability.

Figure 2. Scaling of goodput with number of GPUs for dif-
ferent GPU type and training job ( Table 2) combinations.
For each job type, goodput is shown relative to single-T4 goodput.
DL Cluster Schedulers. In practice, DLT jobs are sub-

mitted as requests to a shared cluster, and the scheduler
assigns resources to achieve cluster-wide goals. Many sched-
ulers only accommodate requests that specify a fixed num-
ber of GPUs, ignoring opportunities presented by elasticity,
resource-adaptivity, and heterogeneity. Others do address
some of these opportunities. Sia seeks to address them all.
2.1 Related work in DL cluster scheduling
To our knowledge, no prior scheduler optimizes assignments
for resource-adaptive jobs on a heterogeneous DL cluster.
This section groups prior schedulers by unaddressed aspects.

Scheduling for heterogenenous DL clusters (no
resource-adaptive jobs). Among DL schedulers that are
designed to handle heterogeneity within a cluster [8, 32, 40],
none adaptively tune the number of GPUs assigned nor
account for other potential adaptations made by DL jobs.



Instead, the user specifies a number of GPUs for each job
submitted.
Gavel[40] is the best-performing state-of-the-art hetero-

geneous DL cluster scheduler, using a fast linear-program
formulation that scales to large cluster sizes. However, Gavel
does not support job adaptivity, and only optimizes the as-
signed GPU type given the minibatch size and GPU count
specified by job submitter. This approach may lead to under-
utilization of newer, more powerful GPUs because of too-
small batch sizes. Also, when the cluster is congested, Gavel
time-shares resources between jobs, wasting GPU time on
checkpoint-restore operations.
Most importantly, extending Gavel to handle job adap-

tivity is non-trivial: Gavel expresses scheduling options us-
ing a throughput matrix populated with (job_id, GPU_type)
pairs. If one simply expands the throughput matrix to con-
tain entries for each adaptivity choice (job_id, GPU_type,
num_GPUs, minibatch_size), it leads to two problems – (1)
populating a non-trivial portion of this matrix will require
extensive per-job profiling, and (2) the resulting optimization
program is too large to be solved quickly.

Scheduling for elastic and resource-adaptive jobs (no
heterogeneity). Among DL schedulers that are designed
to tune for elastic and resource-adaptive jobs [19, 43, 44, 50,
57], none consider GPU heterogeneity—they assume that all
GPUs in the cluster are identical.
Pollux [44] is a state-of-the-art DL cluster scheduler for

elastic resource-adaptive jobs for homogeneous clusters. Pol-
lux uses per-job goodput models to assign both a number
of GPUs and a batchsize setting to each current job, and it
re-considers all assignments each scheduling cycle based on
updated job behavior and job queue information. By doing so,
it exploits elasticity to avoid unused or over-committed GPU
resources. Each job’s goodput model consists of two compo-
nent models: one for statistical efficiency (a rate of training
progress per sample, based on Gradient Noise Scale [36])
as a function of batchsize, and one for throughput (samples
processed per second) as a function of both GPU count and
batch-size. How each job scales with GPU count is learned by
scaling it up, measuring each count tried, and interpolating
for others. Pollux uses the per-job models with a genetic
algorithm to search the space of resource allocations (and
corresponding batchsizes) for all current jobs to maximize
aggregate cluster-wide goodput weighted by fairness. Un-
fortunately, Pollux’s no-pre-profiling throughput modeling
approach blocks consideration of GPU heterogeneity. Worse,
Pollux’s formulation of the scheduling problem as a genetic
optimization problem results in very poor cluster-size scal-
ing even for homogeneous clusters with 100s of GPUs, which
would only worsen with GPU heterogeneity.

This is because Pollux considers a very large number of
adaptivity choices: for each (job, GPU_count) pair, it consid-
ers every possibly way to place this job across all nodes. As a
result, the number of possible solutions is exponential in the

number of nodes and number of GPUs per node. For clusters
with 1000+ GPUs, it is too slow to respond to changes in
cluster as it takes tens of minutes for the genetic algorithm
to terminate (see Figure 9).
Scheduling for rigid jobs on homogeneous DL clus-

ters.Most existing DL schedulers require the submitter to
specify GPU count (and job configuration) for each job [15,
34, 61]. These schedulers do not adjust the number of GPUs
assigned based on current load or scalability/efficiency of
current jobs. They also do not consider GPU type differences,
instead assuming that all GPUs in the cluster are identical.
As such, these schedulers use DL cluster resources less effi-
ciently than schedulers from the two prior categories [40, 44].
As a recent example, Shockwave [61] improves performance
and fairness relative to prior schedulers in this category, and
we include it in our evaluations. Some batch-schedulers like
Kubeflow and Volcano can adjust GPU count to improve
GPU utilization, but do not co-adapt batch-size, GPU count
and type simultaneously.
Parallelism optimizers that are not cluster sched-

ulers. There are various optimizers [7, 23, 39, 53–55, 60] for
selecting an individual job’s configuration before acquiring
cloud resources for it or submitting it to a cluster scheduler.
Such optimizers are especially important and popular for
hybrid parallelism approaches. However, they cannot be con-
sidered cluster schedulers as they consider an individual job
in isolation, without considering cluster load or trade-offs
in assigning a particular resource to one job rather than an-
other. To our knowledge, no existing scheduler co-optimizes
non-data-parallel job configurations and cluster resource
assignments, even for homogeneous clusters.

3 Sia Design and Implementation
Sia is a pre-emptive, round-based scheduler that optimizes
allocations for a set of jobs tomaximize cluster-wide goodput.
In each round, jobs receive bundles of resources (CPU, GPU
and network, like VMs in cloud) and Sia uses checkpoint-
restore preemption to optimize job adaptivity.
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Queue
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Figure 3. Lifecyle of a job under Sia. After a job is submitted,
it is profiled once on each GPU type for a few batchsizes. Upon
receiving an allocation, the job begins a cycle of continuous opti-
mization (steps 5-8) for the remainder of its life in the cluster. Policy
continuously optimizes allocations for the job, while Goodput Esti-
mator provides up-to-date performance and gradient statistics to
Policy to aid in decision making.



3.1 Sia components and job life cycle
Figure 3 illustrates the life-cycle for a job 𝐽 under Sia. A user
submits a job 𝐽 to Sia ( 1○) and declares both the maximum
batchsize (max_bsz) and GPU count (max_ngpus) for execu-
tion. Sia then profiles throughput of 𝐽 on a few batchsizes
using one GPU of each type( 2○). Goodput Estimator boot-
straps a throughput model for 𝐽 on each GPU type using
the profiles. Goodput estimates for 𝐽 on various resource
configurations are provided to the policy optimizer( 8○) for
informed scheduling. Job 𝐽 stays in the queue ( 4○) until Sia
allocates some GPUs to it and then enters a cycle where its
adaptivity is continuously optimized by Sia as follows.
Continuously optimized job adaptivity. Sia Policy uses
goodput estimates from each job’s Goodput Estimator and
finds an optimal partitioning of cluster resources among the
jobs in the cluster, giving job 𝐽 , say, 2 GPUs of type GREEN
( 5○ in Figure 3). (The Goodput Estimator combines Sia’s
throughput model with a statistical efficiency model bor-
rowed from Pollux [44].) Placer then determines the 2 GPUs
to assign to job 𝐽 ( 6○) given the current assignment of GPUs
to jobs and attempts to reduce unnecessary job migrations
due to resource de-fragmentation. Sia runs jobs on Adaptive
Executors that support (1) transparent checkpoint-restore
for low-overhead job pre-emption and resource scaling, (2)
batchsize adaptivity to maximize statistical efficiency, and
(3) frequent reporting of gradient and throughput statistics
for current allocation (default = 30 seconds). After 𝐽 starts
running on Adaptive Executors, Goodput Estimator uses
𝐽 ’s gradient and throughput statistics (reported by Adap-
tive Executors) to update the goodput model for 𝐽 on GPU
type GREEN( 7○). In the next scheduling round, Sia Policy
queries the updated goodput estimates for 𝐽 on all GPU
types ( 8○) and completes the loop in the Sia architecture
( 5○→ 6○→ 7○→ 8○. . .), allowing us to continuously optimize
𝐽 ’s goodput until its termination/completion.
Heterogeneous Execution. Sia transparently handles GPU
heterogeneity in number and capabilities – GPU memory
capacity, interconnect speeds, throughput are modeled in
the goodput estimator, and Adaptive Executors optimize for
goodput given a fixed set of resources. Gradient accumula-
tion is used if statistical efficiency dictates higher batchsize
than supported by GPU memory limits, with goodput opti-
mized over a larger range of per-GPU batchsizes for GPUs
with larger memories, fully exploiting whichever GPU type
for optimal job progress.
Job Scaling policy. Sia uses a simple scale-up policy – start
each job with exactly 1 GPU, and scale the job up by a maxi-
mum of 2× in each scheduling round. If a job requires a min-
imum of min_ngpus to start execution, Sia will respect this
minimum and ignores all allocations smaller than min_ngpus
for this job. Jobs may also be scaled down to a minimum of
min_ngpus to accommodate more jobs in the cluster (deter-
mined by the scheduling objective).

Decoupled allocation and placement. Given a set of het-
erogeneous resources to be partitioned among a set of jobs,
Sia decomposes the problem into two stages – (a) an Allo-
cation stage ( 5○) that determines the number and type of
resources to assign to each job, and (b) a Placement stage
( 6○) that determines the exact physical resources (and the
network topology) to satisfy allocations for all jobs. This
decoupling allows us to restrict the space of placements
for an allocation (there exist many placements for a given
allocation[51]). Sia uses three rules to obtain placement in
Placer: (a) partial node (fewer GPUs thanmax GPUs per node
requested) allocations must not be split across two nodes,
(b) whole node allocations must take whole nodes, and (c) if
there exists no placement satisfying (a) and (b) (resource frag-
mentation), evict some jobs and try again. Evictions resulting
from fragmentation are quite rare and often result in fewer
than 3 evictions at once. As we will see in Section 3.3, re-
stricting allocations to a particular set allows us to guarantee
a placement for all valid allocations output by Sia.

3.2 Bootstrapping of throughput models
A naive approach to constructing each job’s throughput
model (as a function of GPU count and batchsize) for every
GPU type would require profiling a variety of multi-GPU
allocations for each GPU type to collect compute and com-
munication times. This profiling overhead grows linearly
in both the number of GPU types and the number of nodes
of each GPU type. Sia takes a different approach, starting
with minimal profiling information and refining based on
observed allocations.
For each job, Sia learns one throughput model for each

GPU type and one statistical efficiencymodel for the job. Con-
sider a job 𝐽 submitted to Sia running on a cluster with two
GPU types𝐴 and𝐵. Let’s assume that 𝐽 needs min_GPU_count=>
1 GPUs per data-parallel worker. Sia first profiles 𝐽 on one
GPU of each type (corresponding to 2○in Figure 3). Starting
from a minimum batchsize, Sia profiles increasingly larger
batch sizes till it hits GPU memory limits (typically 10 pro-
filed batchsizes per GPU type); altogether, the average per-
job profiling cost is < 20 GPU seconds per GPU type. This
gives us two crucial pieces of information: (1) compute times
for various combinations of GPU type and batchsizes, and (2)
comparison of compute times across GPU types. Importantly,
compute time is independent of GPU count increases (since
we scale via data-parallelism with all-reduce), this leaves
only the communication time to be predicted.

Sia initializes 𝐽 ’s throughput models for each GPU type
using their 1-GPU profiles. These throughput models are
used by Sia to place 𝐽 on 1-GPU of some type, say 𝐴. Once
𝐽 starts running on a single 𝐴 GPU, online profiling is used
to (a) learn a statistical efficiency model for 𝐽 as a func-
tion of batch size, and (b) refine throughput model for 𝐽

on 1-GPU of 𝐴 type. These throughput models, however,



cannot estimate communication time, so Sia makes a one-
time simplifying assumption to estimate 𝐽 ’s throughput on
2-GPUs of 𝐴: throughput of two data-parallel replicas is twice
the throughput of a single replica (i.e. perfect scaling with
zero communication time). Say Sia then assigns 2-GPUs of
type 𝐴 to 𝐽 . Using online profiling, Sia refines 𝐽 ’s through-
put model for 𝐴 GPUs using the measured communication
times on a multi-GPU allocation. Sia can now use the refined
throughput model to estimate 𝐽 ’s throughput on multi-GPU
allocations on 𝐴 GPUs as it accurately models both compute
and communication time. However, since 𝐽 has not yet run
on a multi-GPU allocation on 𝐵 GPUs, the throughput model
for 𝐵 GPUs does not model communication time on 𝐵 GPUs
as it was learned from initial profiling and cannot be used
to estimate 𝐽 ’s throughput on, say, 4-GPUs of 𝐵 type. To
overcome this problem, Sia combines 𝐽 ’s learned through-
put model for 𝐴 GPUs with the initially profiled single-GPU
throughputs for both 𝐴 and 𝐵 to obtain a crude bootstrapped
throughput model for 𝐵 GPUs. In our example, 𝐽 ’s through-
put on 𝑁 GPUs of 𝐵 type is estimated with a bootstrapped
throughput model, est-xput𝐵 , given by:

est-xput𝐵 (𝑁 ) =
xput𝐵 (1)
xput𝐴 (1)

∗ xput𝐴 (𝑁 ) (1)

where xput𝐵 (1)
xput𝐴 (1) is the ratio of 1-GPU throughputs and xput𝐴 (𝑁 )

is the throughput for 𝑁 GPUs of 𝐴 type. This simple esti-
mator assumes that if we do not know the communication
time for 𝐵, the scaling of compute:communication ratio for
𝐵 is the same as 𝐴 (which is known). In Section 5.7, we show
that bootstrapped throughput models are accurate enough
to guide Sia towards taking useful explorative steps.
We use est-xput𝐵 to estimate goodput for multi-GPU

allocations on 𝐵 GPUs and if 𝐽 runs with a multi-GPU allo-
cation on 𝐵 GPUs, we can safely discard the bootstrapped
throughput model (from Equation (1)). This is because using
online profiling, Sia can refine xput𝐵 to accurately predict
communication time on𝐵 GPUs (which is now known), elimi-
nating the need for the crude bootstrappedmodel est-xput𝐵 .

3.3 Configurations
A configuration represents a bundle of resources (CPU, GPU,
Network, etc) and is similar to virtual machine sizes in the
cloud. Configurations can be represented as a 3-tuple – (𝑛, 𝑟, 𝑡)
where 𝑛 is the number of nodes containing a total of 𝑟 re-
sources of type 𝑡 . For example, (2, 16, T4) represents a con-
figuration with 2 nodes containing 16 T4 GPUs in total.
Sia’s Policy supports efficient job adaptivity by optimizing

for allocations over a small valid set of configurations de-
signed to simplify placement logic in Placer. This set can be
decomposed into two sets: a single-node allocation set which
contains allocations that do not cross a node boundary (i.e.
𝑛 = 1), and a multi-node set that contains allocations that
span node boundaries (i.e. 𝑛 > 1). We provide a construction
of these sets below.

Consider a cluster with 𝑁 physical nodes, containing 𝑅

GPUs of type 𝑋 per node, the configuration set 𝐶 is given
by a union of the single-node and multi-node sets –
𝐶 ={(1, 20, 𝑋 ), (1, 21, 𝑋 ), . . . (1, 𝑅, 𝑋 )}∪ ← single-node

{(2, 2𝑅,𝑋 ), . . . , (𝑁, 𝑁 · 𝑅,𝑋 ), 𝑛 ∈ N} ← multi-node

The single-node set constrains allocations to be powers of 2
within a node, and at most 𝑅, the number of GPUs within a
node. If 𝑅 is not a power of 2, one can decompose 𝑅 as a sum
of powers of 2, and model each physical node with 𝑅 GPUs
as multiple virtual nodes with different GPU counts. The
multi-node set constrains all allocations to use all available
GPUs in a node (i.e. GPU count is a multiple of 𝑅). Using
these allocation and resource sets, we can rely on existing lit-
erature (Submesh Shape Covering theorem [60]) to guarantee
a placement for all valid allocations where no two distributed
jobs share any nodes. This is especially desirable because it
eliminates resource contention on the NICs which can cause
significant slowdown to all contending jobs [21, 44].
In a homogeneous cluster, Sia matches Pollux’s perfor-

mance (Table 4), despite optimizing over a smaller configura-
tion set. Pollux optimizes over the full space of (GPU count x
placement) choices for each job (𝑂 (𝑁𝑅)), while Sia restricts
the configuration set to a size of (𝑁 + log2 𝑅) for a clus-
ter with 𝑁 nodes and 𝑅 GPUs each. This suggests that our
restrictions do not significantly impact job runtimes. This
reduction in problem complexity allows Sia’s optimization
to scale to clusters with thousands of GPUs (see Section 5.6)
with practical runtimes.

3.4 Scheduler objective
This section describes the Sia scheduler objective. We use a
running example where a heterogeneous cluster has 2 GPU
types - (a) one node with 2 GPUs of type 𝐴 and (b) one node
with 4 GPUs of type 𝐵. Let 𝐽 = {𝐽1, 𝐽2} be the set of jobs in
the scheduler queue, both of which require a minimum of 1
GPU to run.
Valid configurations. Using rules described in Section 3.3,
we construct the set of valid Sia configurations𝐶 . For the ex-
ample cluster,𝐶 = {(1, 1, 𝐴), (1, 2, 𝐴), (1, 1, 𝐵), (1, 2, 𝐵), (1, 4, 𝐵)}.
Recall that if Sia assigns a configuration 𝑐 = (𝑛,𝑚,𝑋 ) ∈ 𝐶 to
a job, the job runs with𝑚 GPUs of type𝑋 split across𝑛 nodes.
A job receives either no resources in a scheduling round, or
a set of resources identified by a valid configuration.
Goodput estimation. Sia uses one throughput model for
each (job, GPU_type) combination to model job and hard-
ware heterogeneity effectively. Sia optimizes for goodput
cluster-wide, so we use the per-job statistical efficiency mod-
els to derive goodput estimators, one for each (job, GPU_type)
combination. Let (𝑓𝐴, 𝑓𝐵) and (𝑔𝐴, 𝑔𝐵) be the goodput estima-
tors for jobs 𝐽1 and 𝐽2 and GPU types 𝐴, 𝐵, respectively. We
define a goodput matrix 𝐺 of size |𝐽 | × |𝐶 |, where 𝐺𝑖 𝑗 is the
estimated goodput for job 𝐽𝑖 ∈ 𝐽 using resources defined by
configuration 𝑐 𝑗 ∈ 𝐶 . For a given job 𝐽𝑖 , all values in that row



are comparable:𝐺𝑖 𝑗 > 𝐺𝑖𝑘 means configuration 𝑐 𝑗 is better
than 𝑐𝑘 for the job 𝐽𝑖 . However, for a given configuration 𝑐 𝑗 ,
𝐺𝑚𝑗 > 𝐺𝑛𝑗 does not derive that 𝐽𝑚 deserves to run in config-
uration 𝑐 𝑗 over job 𝐽𝑛 . We apply a simple row-normalization
technique to make values in 𝐺 comparable across jobs for
each configuration.
Normalized goodput matrix. For each job 𝐽𝑖 with mini-
mum required GPU count 𝑁𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑖 ,

𝐺𝑖 𝑗 ← 𝑁𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑖 ·

𝐺𝑖 𝑗

min𝑗 𝐺𝑖 𝑗

where min𝑗 𝐺𝑖 𝑗 is the minimum of goodput values for the
job 𝐽𝑖 across all configurations in 𝐶 . The result matrix 𝐺 is
called a normalized goodput matrix.
Using the row-minimum values to normalize each row

in 𝐺 provides two benefits. First, we can interpret 𝐺 as a
utility-matrix for jobs 𝐽 , with 𝐺𝑖 𝑗 capturing the utility of
configuration 𝐶 𝑗 to job 𝐽𝑖 . Second, we can compare utilities
for a given configuration across job types. Choosing the
configuration with the highest value along a job’s row in 𝐺
makes the most progress for that job, and a configuration
is best used by the job with the highest value along the
configuration’s column in 𝐺 .
Each new job adds a row to 𝐺 , and the completion of a

job delete its respective row, which keeps 𝐺 up to date with
goodputs only for active jobs. If a job’s statistical efficiency
changes, or its throughput model gets more refined, 𝐺 is
updated to track the most recent values. For our running
example, Table 1 shows the normalized goodput matrix 𝐺 .

(1, 1, 𝐴) (1, 2, 𝐴) (1, 1, 𝐵) (1, 2, 𝐵) (1, 4, 𝐵)
𝐽1 1 1 2 3 4
𝐽2 2 4 1 2 3

Table 1. Normalized goodput matrix 𝐺 . Boxed entries show
the allocation that maximizes sum of goodput for jobs 𝐽1, 𝐽2.

Scheduler objective. 𝐺 represents the utility of the set of
configurations 𝐶 to the set of jobs in 𝐽 , and Sia selects the
(job, configuration) pairs that maximize the sum of normal-
ized goodputs for jobs in the chosen configurations. Each
configuration maps to a unique allocation and by constrain-
ing the number of allocated resources, a valid schedule can
be determined.
We define a binary matrix 𝐴 with the same shape as 𝐺

where 𝐴𝑖 𝑗 = 1 if configuration 𝑐 𝑗 is chosen for job 𝐽𝑖 and 0
otherwise. We formulate the problem of choosing the best
pairs (as outlined above) as the following optimization prob-
lem over 𝐴:

max
𝐴

| 𝐽 |∑︁
𝑖=1

( |𝐶 |∑︁
𝑗=1

𝐴𝑖 𝑗 ·𝐺𝑖 𝑗 + 𝜆(1 − ||𝐴𝑖 | |1)
)

(2)

where | |𝑣 | |1 denotes the ℓ1 norm of a vector 𝑣 . This objective
is composed of two terms: a sum of normalized goodputs of
jobs in all chosen configurations, and a scheduler penalty
for not choosing any configuration for each job—no penalty

if some configuration is chosen for job 𝐽𝑖 (𝐴𝑖 𝑗 = 1 for some
𝑗 , so | |𝐴𝑖 | |1 = 1), and a constant penalty −𝜆 otherwise. The
penalty 𝜆 can also be thought of as an incentive to reduce
scheduler queue occupancy: if 𝜆 is large, then Sia will allocate
at-least one GPU to each job in the cluster, if available.
We formulate the Sia scheduler objective as a (binary)

Integer Linear Program task with the binary matrix 𝐴 as an
optimization variable and the following added constraints:

1. Each job chooses at-most one configuration: | |𝐴𝑖 | |1 ≤ 1
2. Allocated number of GPUs does not exceed available

GPUs for each GPU type

Solving the optimization problem gives us a binary solution
matrix 𝐴 that contains allocations for the next scheduling
round: a job 𝐽𝑖 receives no resources if | |𝐴𝑖 | |1 = 0, otherwise
(there must exist an 𝐴𝑖 𝑗 = 1) it runs under configuration 𝑐 𝑗
for the next scheduling round. For the normalized goodput
matrix 𝐺 shown in Table 1, optimizing Equation (2) gives
us the allocations : 𝐽1 gets configuration (1, 4, 𝐵) and 𝐽2 gets
(1, 2, 𝐴). The corresponding entries in𝐺 are each highlighted
with a box in Table 1.
Restart Factor. To prevent frequent job restarts which can
harm performance, a re-allocation factor, 𝑟𝑖 , is used to ad-
just the utilities in 𝐺 for configurations that differ from the
currently allocated configuration for each job 𝐽𝑖 . This multi-
plicative factor models the expected goodput for such config-
urations by projecting the historical rate of restarts into the
future, and is necessary because the restarting cost for deep
learning jobs can be high (e.g., 25-250 seconds for the models
listed in Table 2). Consider a job 𝐽𝑖 with age 𝑇𝑖 , wasting 𝑆𝑖
GPU seconds per restart operation and having restarted 𝑁𝑖

times previously. The re-allocation factor 𝑟𝑖 for the job 𝐽𝑖 is
computed as follows:

𝑟𝑖 =
𝑇𝑖 − 𝑁𝑖 · 𝑆𝑖
𝑇𝑖 + 𝑆𝑖

(3)

If job 𝐽𝑖 is currently running under a configuration 𝑐𝑘 , we
discount goodput values for all other configurations 𝑐 𝑗 ≠ 𝑐𝑘
that require a restart by the restart factor: 𝐺𝑖 𝑗 ← 𝑟𝑖 · 𝐺𝑖 𝑗 .
Without a restart factor, each tiny changes in𝐺 would result
in altering some jobs’ resources and additional checkpoint-
restore overheads. By applying a restart factor to only those
utility values in 𝐺 that require restarting the job, Sia only
restarts jobs if not doing so results in a big reduction in
optimal value for its scheduling objective.
Balancing goodput with fairness. We provide a simple
knob to tune fairness of allocations in Sia – a parameter 𝑝 that
can be used to manipulate the scale-free matrix 𝐺 by raising
the elements to the power of 𝑝 . If 𝑝 < 0, we flip the sign of
the objective (i.e., minimize the original objective instead of
maximizing) to preserve its semantics. We investigate the
effect of 𝑝 on Sia’s scheduler metrics in Section 5.7, showing
that it provides robust fairness with minimal negative impact
on efficiency metrics across a range of settings between -1.0
and 1.0. We use a default of -0.5. Sia’s full scheduler objective,



for 𝑝 > 0, is as follows:

max
𝐴

| 𝐽 |∑︁
𝑖=1

( |𝐶 |∑︁
𝑗=1

𝐴𝑖 𝑗 ·
(
𝑟𝑖 ·𝐺𝑖 𝑗

)𝑝 + 𝜆(1 − ||𝐴𝑖 | |1)
)

(4)

Support for limited adaptivity. Sia supports executing
jobs with some adaptations disabled (batch size, GPU count
and/or type). Large batch sizes result in high throughput and
GPU utilization, but may result in a generalization gap for
the trained model([26, 37]): a phenomena where the final
model performs poorly on unseen samples. Sia supports
different types of jobs with varying degrees of adaptivity to
accommodate diverse reasons for limited adaptivity: strong-
scaling jobs run with a fixed batch size, but allow the GPU
count and type to be optimized, while rigid jobs run with a
fixed batch size and GPU count, only leaving GPU type to be
optimized. Both strong-scaling and rigid jobs preserve model
quality and training semantics by keeping batch size fixed,
but allow Sia to optimize job execution in a limited manner.
Given a fixed batch size, goodput is directly proportional
to throughput; so for strong-scaling jobs, Sia directly uses
throughput in place of goodput in Equation (4). For rigid
jobs, we add the following objective to Equation (4):

max
𝐵

| 𝐽𝑅 |∑︁
𝑖=1

( 𝑁𝑔∑︁
𝑔=1

𝐵𝑖𝑔 ·
(
𝑟𝑖 ·𝑇𝑖𝑔

)𝑝 + 𝜆(1 − ||𝐵𝑖𝑔 | |1)
)

(5)

where 𝐽𝑅 is the set of rigid jobs, 𝑁𝑔 is the number of GPU
types,𝑇𝑖𝑔 is the goodput of job 𝐽𝑖 on GPU type 𝑔 and 𝑟𝑖 is the
job’s restart count. We then update constraints for the ILP
to constrain total GPUs allocated for each GPU type across
all active jobs.
In a similar manner, with few changes to Equation (4)

and optimization program constraints, Sia’s flexible sched-
uling formulation can support scheduling custom resource
requests and jobs with user-defined parallelism tuned to a
specific GPU count, type and/or batch size.
Preemption and reservation. Sia assumes all jobs are
preemptive, but can also support a small number of non-
preemptive jobs in the cluster (as long as their aggregate de-
mand can be satisfied): for each non-preemptive job, we add a
constraint to Equation (4) to force the requested resources to
be allocated. This constraint ensures that the non-preemptive
jobs get allocated first, guaranteeing non-preemption in each
scheduling round. Reservations are implemented in a similar
manner.
Support for other parallelization techniques. In general,
Sia only requires that a job provide a goodput estimator that
can be evaluated on valid configurations.

This design allows Sia to support jobs with more advanced
parallelization strategies [39, 55, 60].We extend Sia’s through-
put models to support jobs that use a combination of pipeline
[18, 39] and data parallelism, allowing Sia to schedule jobs
with multi-billion-parameter models.

These jobs employ amix of data and pipeline parallelism [41]
where a pipeline parallel strategy partitions a large model
onto many GPUs, and data parallelism is used to scale up
training (see Section 5.3). Each model partition is mapped to
one or more GPUs, say 𝑃 GPUs across all partitions. A job
with 𝑁 data-parallel replicas uses exactly 𝑁 ×𝑃 GPUs. Given
amini-batch size of𝑀 andmicro-batch size of𝑚, each replica
computes gradients locally using 𝑀

𝑚𝑁
micro-batches of size

𝑚 each across 𝑃 GPUs. Then, 𝑁 replicas of these pipelines
synchronize using a gradient all-reduce, thus finishing one
training iteration. The distinct compute and communication
phases [41] allow us to leverage Sia’s throughput models for
goodput estimation at various batch sizes. Since these jobs
scale as units of 𝑃 GPUs each, we add additional terms to
our scheduling objective with the appropriate constraints
(similar to Equation (5)). We discuss adaptation for one such
hybrid-parallel model in more detail in Section 5.3.

Existing hybrid-parallel optimizers are time-consuming[38,
60], so we leave the problem of efficient elastic scaling with-
out fixing non-data-parallel degrees as future work.
Scheduling other workload types. Sia exploits charac-
teristics unique to deep learning training, but we believe it
could also handle other batch-processing workloads by using
a goodput estimator customized to each workload type. For
example, one can use Sia to schedule batch deep learning
inference jobs that run inference on a large dataset. Here,
throughput can be used as a proxy for goodput, yielding a
simple goodput estimator. For latency sensitive inference
jobs, one could use Sia to pick the right set of resources:
goodput=1 if a configuration can support inference within
the promised latency constraints and 0 otherwise.

3.5 Implementation
We implement Sia using the open-source AdaptDL frame-
work, replacing its scheduler and data-loader implementa-
tions with our own, as the PyTorch-based framework pro-
vides native support for dynamically adjusting batch-size
and number of GPUs for DL training jobs on Kubernetes-
managed GPU clusters. For a data-parallel DL training job,
we use AdaptDL data-loaders to vary batch-size during train-
ing, and use all-reduce to synchronize gradients across work-
ers. Sia Adaptive Executor continually profiles minibatch
runtimes and gradient statistics, periodically (default 30s),
optimizes goodput model parameters using these profiles
and communicates the new goodput model parameters to
Sia Policy. It also selects the batch-size that maximizes good-
put given allocated resources and scales the learning rate in
accordance with the selected batch size using a configurable
learning rate scaling rule. For models listed in Table 2, we
use the square-root learning-rate scaling rule[29] for models
using the AdamW [33] optimizer and AdaScale[24] scaling
rule for models with SGD optimizers.

Sia Policy runs as a Kubernetes service, and at the start
of each scheduling round, uses the latest goodput model



parameters for each job to optimize resource allocation us-
ing ( Equation (4)). We formulate Equation (4) as a Mixed-
Integer Linear Program using the GLPK_MI [35] solver from
the CVXPY package [13] and use the output solution to de-
termine job allocations.
Preemption with checkpoint-restore. If a DL training
job’s allocation changes, Sia preempts the job only after the
current minibatch has finished processing so there is no
communication in flight. First, Sia checkpoints the latest
model weights, data-loader (e.g., sampler and iterator states)
and optimizer states (e.g. gradient statistics for Adam[27])
to shared persistent storage and releases all GPUs allocated
to the job. Then, on the new resources, Sia launches one
Adaptive Executor per GPU, restores training state from the
checkpoint on disk, and resumes model training.

Sia also uses the checkpoint-restore mechanism to recover
from worker failures. After every epoch, Sia checkpoints
model weights and optimizer states to disk, so if some work-
ers fail in the next epoch, model training can be resumed
from the last saved checkpoint on different resources.

4 Experimental Setup
We compare Sia with state-of-the-art schedulers in both ho-
mogeneous and heterogeneous clusters using workloads de-
rived from real-world environments. This section describes
the workloads, configurations and the schedulers used.

4.1 Workloads and Traces
We use traces derived from three production DL clusters,
using a common approach from recent work [40, 44, 61]. We
categorize each job in a trace based on its total GPU time:
Small (0-1 hrs), Medium (1-10 hrs), Large (10-100 hrs) and
Extra-large (XL, >100 hrs). We map each category into one
or more representative jobs as listed in Table 2. XXL models
are only used for hybrid-parallel experiments in Section 5.3.
Philly is from 100k jobs executed over two months in a

multi-tenant clusterwithmultiple GPU types atMicrosoft [21].
Helios is from the Saturn cluster in the Helios cluster

traces [17]. The original traces contain 3.3M jobs recorded
over a six-month period in a heterogeneous cluster with over
6k GPUs. Compared to Philly, Helios jobs request more
GPUs and run for longer, resulting in a higher cluster load.

We derive ten traces for each workload by randomly sam-
pling the 8 busiest hours in the respective real-world trace
using an average job arrival rate of 20 jobs/hr, resulting in a
total of 160 jobs submitted over the 8-hour window.

newTrace is a more recent trace from a production system
for deep learning jobs that spans multiple clusters with thou-
sands of GPUs. Similar to the Microsoft Philly traces [21],
this production system allocates Virtual Machines (VMs) to
DL training jobs where each VM instance is provisioned a
pre-configured amount of CPU, GPU and memory resources.
Similar to other production environments, we observe a wide
range of resource requests exhibiting diurnal patterns with

bursts of resource requests coming by virtue of job submis-
sion scripts (e.g., hyper-parameter tuning). We sample 10
traces over a 48 hour period at an average arrival rate of 20
jobs/hr (total 960 jobs submitted in each trace).

The longer 48-hour newTrace traces are used to evaluate
a more realistic setting where congestion slowly builds up
in a cluster from long-running jobs over a long duration.
newTrace sees a significant variance in job arrival rates from
5 to 100 jobs/hr over the 48-hour job submission window
and gives us valuable insights into how schedulers can deal
with congestion and variance in cluster loads.

4.2 Hardware measurements and simulator
Most of our experiments use the discrete-time simulator
open-sourced [3] by authors of Pollux whose fidelity is ver-
ified by prior work [44] and our own measurements. We
added a Gavel implementation and the open-source Shock-
wave [61] to the simulator, as well as extended the original
version of Pollux to support heterogeneous clusters. The
simulator allows us to experiment on a range of cluster sizes
and hardware configurations.
We use four different types of GPUs in our experiments:

a cluster of 16 t4 instances [44] and three on-premise node
types (3x rtx, 2x a100, and 1x quad):

t4 – [Cloud] g4dn.12xlarge AWS EC2 instance with 4
NVIDIA T4 (16GB VRAM) GPUs.

rtx – [On-prem] commodity node with 8 NVIDIA RTX
2080Ti (11GB VRAM) GPUs and 50Gb/s Ethernet.

a100 – [On-prem] high-performance NVIDIA DGX-A100
node with 8 NVIDIA A100 (40GB VRAM) GPUs and
1.6Tb/s Infiniband.

quad – [On-prem] workstation node with 4 NVIDIA Quadro
RTX6000 (24GB VRAM) GPUs and 200 Gb/s Infiniband.

We were able to get a limited amount of dedicated time
with the on-prem nodes, which allowed for direct experi-
ments on a 44-GPU, 3-GPU-type cluster. The results (Sec-
tion 5.1) confirm Sia’s efficacy and the simulator’s fidelity.
The original simulator from [44] simulates checkpoint-

restore with the same constant delay for all jobs, which we
replaced with model-specific checkpoint-restore delays.

4.3 Evaluated settings
We compare schedulers in the following three settings:

• Physical: Physical cluster with 3 rtx, 2 a100, and 1 quad
nodes for a total of 44 GPUs. In Sec. 5.1, we compare Sia
with Pollux and Gavel.
• Homogeneous: Simulated clusterwith 16 t4 nodes(64 GPUs).
In Sec. 5.2, we compare Sia to Pollux, a state-of-the-art
job-autoscaling scheduler for homogeneous clusters, and
inelastic schedulers Shockwave [61], Themis [34], and
Gavel [40].
• Heterogeneous: Simulated cluster with 6 t4, 3 rtx, and 2
a100 nodes (64 total GPUs). In Sec. 5.2, we compare Sia



Table 2. Models used in our evaluations.
Size Task Model Dataset Target Metric Batch Sizes Optimizer
S Image Classification ResNet18 [16] CIFAR-10 [30] 94% Top-1 acc [128 - 4096] SGD

M Question-Answering BERT [12] SQuAD [46] 0.88 F1 score [12 - 384] AdamW [33]
Speech Recognition DeepSpeech2 [6] CMU-ARCTIC [28] 25% word err [20 - 640] SGD

L Object Detection YOLOv3 [47] PASCAL-VOC [14] 85% mAP [8 - 512] SGD
XL Image Classification ResNet50 [16] ImageNet-1k [11] 75% Top-1 acc [200, 12800] SGD
XXL LLM Finetuning 2.8B GPT [45] SQuAD 0.88 F1 score [48, 384] AdamW

with Pollux and Gavel, a state-of-the-art heterogeneity-
aware scheduler.

Tuning job hyper-parameters. Gavel lacks support to auto-
tune job parameters, so we manually tune the batch size and
requested number of GPUs for each job in our sampled traces
to ensure optimal performance. We follow the approach used
in [44] and optimize each job’s batch size and GPU count:
we search over (batch size, GPU count) combinations (GPU
count ≤ 64 GPUs for Homogeneous, and ≤ 16 GPUs for Phys-
ical and Heterogeneous settings) and randomly choose a com-
bination (bsz, GPU_count) such that the simulated runtime
using (bsz, GPU_count) is 50-80% of ideal speedup over the
runtime of a 1-GPU baseline with the optimal batch size.
We refer to these optimized job configurations as TunedJobs
(TJ) in our evaluations, even though real-world jobs may be
submitted with worse performing job parameters.
Fixingmixed-GPUallocations fromPollux: Tomake Pol-
lux work on our heterogeneous clusters, we present 8-GPU
nodes as 2 virtual 4-GPU nodes to eliminate heterogeneity
in node capacities. However, Pollux may still schedule a job
on more than one GPU type (not allowed in our setup). So,
we apply a simple heuristic: the GPU type with the most
GPUs is selected, and in case of a tie, the more powerful
GPU type is chosen (a100 > quad > rtx > t4). Although not
perfect, this heuristic enables fair comparisons to Pollux in
heterogeneous settings ( Section 5). Our paper’s focus is not
on designing the perfect heuristic.
Default parameters. Unless explicitly stated otherwise, all
experiments use the following parameters: 𝑝 = −0.5, 𝜆 = 1.1
for Sia, 𝑝 = −1 for Pollux (same as [44]), (10, 1e-1) for Shock-
wave (same as [61]. We choose a scheduler round duration
of 60s for Sia and Pollux, and choose 360s for Gavel, Themis
and Shockwave. We choose the max-sum-throughput sched-
uling policy [40] for Gavel as it results in the lowest average
JCT on Philly traces among the policies listed in [40]. We
investigate sensitivity of Sia to its parameters in Section 5.7.

5 Evaluation
This section evaluates Sia, showing that it outperforms state-
of-the-art cluster schedulers for both resource-adaptive and
rigid jobs running on both homogeneous and heterogeneous
resources. Results also show that Sia provides better finish-
time fairness, scales to large cluster sizes, and is not overly
sensitive to our default parameter settings.

5.1 Physical cluster experiments
We compare Sia with Pollux and Gavel in the 44-GPU physi-
cal cluster setting (Sec. 4.1) that consists of 3 rtx + 1 quad +
2 a100 nodes. We sample a smaller, single 3-hour trace with
30 jobs with a mix of all the models listed in Table 2 and
run all schedulers on the physical cluster. Owing to resource
availability constraints,5 we run Sia, Gavel and Pollux four
times to account for any randomness in their schedules.
Figure 4 shows the results of our physical cluster experi-

ment side-by-side with those predicted by the simulator. On
the physical cluster, Sia provided lower average JCT than
Gavel or Pollux by 50% and 35–50%, respectively.
Figure 5 shows resource allocations for three jobs over

45 minutes, illustrating how Sia dynamically adjusts GPU
count and type. Rising congestion triggers Sia to scale down
and then move the ImageNet job (top) to rtx GPUs, leaving
the fastest (a100) GPUs for incoming CIFAR-10 jobs. Over
time, Sia scales up and refines throughput models for each
job (e.g. DeepSpeech2 job in Figure 5) while adapting to
GPU type and count changes. When congestion decreases
sufficiently, Sia shifts ImageNet back to a100 and scales out
DeepSpeech2 on rtx GPUs for better throughput.

Simulator fidelity. The simulator was found to have less
than 5% error in average JCT and Makespan for both Sia and
Gavel, validating its accuracy yet again. However, Pollux
performed significantly worse on the physical cluster than
predicted by the simulator, due in part to the modifications
we made to the simulator giving Pollux an advantage when
scheduling a single job over heterogeneous resources (Sec-
tion 4.3). The schedules produced by Pollux can have large
variations due to randomness in its optimization and its po-
tentially misguided job adaptivity (due to noisy throughput
estimators), resulting in bad worst-case scenarios. Addition-
ally, the heterogeneity of the underlying hardware mapped
to the virtual nodes that Pollux assumes are homogeneous
can also contribute to the variation.

5.2 Simulator experiments
Table 3 shows key performance metrics for Sia, Pollux, and
Gavel running on the heterogeneous cluster with traces de-
scribed in Section 4.1. Across all traces and evaluated metrics,
Sia outperforms heterogeneity-aware schedulers like Gavel
5Unlike profiling runs, our scheduler experiments require extended isolated
control over the entire collection of machines, blocking out all users for
which the machines were acquired.



Trace Policy JCT Makespan Avg. GPU-
hours/job

Contention Avg. job
restartsAvg. p99 Avg. Max.

Philly
Sia 0.6h ± 0.1 9.5h 14.2 ± 1.9h 4.0 ± 0.7 6.9 31 2.9

Pollux 1.0 ± 0.1h 14.9h 24.5 ± 7.9h 5.6 ± 1.1 7.2 42 5.8
Gavel+TJ 1.9 ± 0.3h 30.0h 33.8 ± 8.6h 9.0 ± 6.3 9.9 56 5.7

Helios
Sia 0.7 ± 0.1h 10.9h 14.9 ± 1.7h 4.8 ± 0.7 7.4 32 3.4

Pollux 1.0 ± 0.2h 15.0h 25.5 ± 8.0h 5.9 ± 0.7 6.9 47 5.3
Gavel+TJ 2.5 ± 0.9h 38.7h 43.0 ± 10.9h 12.1 ± 3.7 9.2 48 7.5

new-
Trace

Sia 0.7 ± 0.1h 4.6h 52.2 ± 1.3h 3.0 ± 0.1 13 69 5.0
Pollux 1.5 ± 0.2 h 10.3h 62.3 ± 4.6h 3.4 ± 0.2 22 85 5.4

Gavel+TJ 11.3 ± 3.0h 98.1h 110 ± 21.5h 6.4 ± 1.1 96 243 4.5
Table 3. Comparison of Sia, Gavel, and Pollux in the Heterogeneous setting. TJ is short for TunedJobs, Contention is the number of
jobs contending for resources in the cluster.

Figure 4. (Left) AvgJCTs on the Physical testbed, and (Right)
CDF of job completion times for Sia predicted by the simula-
tor (Simulated) compared to a run on Physical testbed (Real).
Error bars represent the extreme values seen across 200 simulator
and 4 physical cluster runs.

Figure 5. Resource allocations for three jobs in the Sia phys-
ical cluster experiment, along with number of active jobs
in cluster. Colors indicate GPU type and whitespaces represent
checkpoint-restore delays caused by Sia’s scheduling decisions.

and job auto-scaling schedulers like Pollux. Sia reduces av-
erage JCT by 30–93% and 99th-percentile JCT (p99 JCT) by
28–95%, compared to Pollux and Gavel. In doing so, Sia is
also more resource efficient– it allocates 12-60% fewer GPU
hours per job compared to Pollux and Gavel.
Gavel+TunedJobs performs poorly compared to Sia for

two reasons: (1) time-sharing overheads reduce the useful
GPU time spent on training progress in a given round, and
(2) using a batch size that fits the smallest (in memory) GPU
leads to under-utilization of more powerful GPUs. Pollux
outperforms Gavel due to job adaptivity, but falls behind
Sia for two reasons: (1) it treats heterogeneous hardware as
homogeneous, failing to exploit performance heterogeneity,
and (2) it can output placements spanning more than one
GPU type; fixing them so they only span one GPU type forces
some GPUs into idling, but it is better than using a mix of
GPU types and running at speed of the slowest.

From Table 3, we see that Pollux restarts jobs twice as
often as Sia for moderately congested clusters (Philly and
Helios). This is because it optimizes job allocations in steps
of 1 GPU, while Sia only allocates configurations with steps
as large as an entire node (as defined in Section 3.3).
Congestion in newTrace. Compared to Philly andHelios
traces, newTrace contains bursts of up to 100 jobs/hr during
the busiest hour. Gavel struggles to handle these bursts, and
as congestion worsens, this problem compounds creating
a positive feedback loop: rising contention forces Gavel to
swap jobs in/out more frequently, wasting significant GPU
capacity on executing checkpoint-restore operations when
GPUs are already scarce. As a result, the average and p99
JCTs for Gavel degrade far worse compared to Sia and Pollux.
During peak congestion, Sia and Pollux both scale jobs down
to just 1-GPU per job, resulting in a smaller gap between
them. However, Sia’s heterogeneity-aware scheduling better
matches jobs to GPUs, improving cluster goodput over Pollux
even during congestion.

Figure 6. (Min-normalized) GPU hours consumed per model
for Sia (S), Pollux (P), and Gavel (G) using Helios traces.

Matching jobs to GPU types. Figure 6 shows the aver-
age GPU hours used to train each model(Table 2) using He-
lios traces. Pollux is heterogeneity-unaware and has no dis-
tinct (job, GPU type) preferences, whereas Gavel and Sia
are heterogeneity-aware and strongly prefer certain GPU
types for particular models. Figure 6 shows that Sia allocates
BERT models almost exclusively to a100 GPUs, aggressively
exploiting the heterogeneity in model goodputs across GPU
types. Gavel’s time-sharing approach, however, forces BERT
jobs to rotate between a100, rtx, and t4GPUs, resulting
in less-efficient execution. Similarly, Sia prefers to use rtx



GPUs for DeepSpeech2 and leaves the a100 GPUs free for
BERT models, achieving significant reduction in GPU hours
consumed per job compared to Gavel’s approach. On average,
YOLOv3 and DeepSpeech2 models consume about 5% more
GPU hours under Sia compared to heterogeneity-unaware
Pollux, as Pollux gives them more GPU time to jobs on faster
GPUs (out of randomness).
Workload Intensity. Figure 7 shows the average JCT as
a function of average arrival rate for each of our evaluated
schedulers. We sample jobs fromHelios traces at various job
arrival rates and evaluate them in the Heterogeneous setting
with a fixed cluster of 64GPUs.

Figure 7. Avg. JCT for Sia, Pollux, and Gavel for various job
arrival rates sampled using Helios traces.

Pollux and Sia outperform Gavel at larger arrival rates be-
cause they can scale down running jobs to use fewer GPUs
rather than having to time-share GPUs. Sia consistently out-
performs Pollux by 50–65% by aggressively matching jobs to
preferred GPU types. As jobs arrival rates increase, jobs wait
longer for resources, a problem that worsens with increasing
congestion. However, an 8-hour job submission window is
too short to observe these effects; on the 48-hour newTrace
( Table 3), Gavel sees about 7x more contention compared to
Sia (<2x on the 8-hour traces), adding evidence to our claim.

5.3 Adapting hybrid parallel jobs
We simulate training of a 2.8B GPT model that uses pipeline
model parallelism to scale to a fewGPUs, and data-parallelism
with gradient all-reduce to scale to multiple nodes. We bor-
row statistical efficiency profiles from BERT (closest match)
to simulate a DL job finetuning the GPT model, and profile
compute times for micro-batches and all-reduce times for
different placements on a100 and rtx GPUs to seed the sim-
ulator. Finally, we assume this job uses the commonly used
Gpipe schedule [18] internally for PMP.We use 2 and 8 stages
(1 per GPU) for a100 and rtx GPUs, respectively, to account
for the larger memories on a100 GPUs. Each data-parallel
replica runs 48 microbatches of size 1 each.

(Left) shows the hybrid-parallel GPT model’s throughput
scaling linearly with GPU count as computation dominates
communication for this model. (Right) shows Sia adaptation
decisions for this model in response to changing cluster con-
ditions. As expected, Sia scales the GPT model in response to

congestion: scaling it down around the 1hr mark and back up
around the 4-hr mark. Sia is the first cluster scheduler to sup-
port elastically scaling hybrid-parallel jobs on heterogeneous
resources; supporting additional adaptation dimensions for
PMP jobs is left to future work.

5.4 Attribution of primary benefits
We show the importance of having the scheduler directly ad-
dress each key aspect (resource heterogeneity and job adapt-
ability) by evaluating scenarios where only one is present.

Job adaptability, but not resource heterogeneity. We
compare Sia against Pollux[44], Shockwave[61], Themis[34],
and Gavel[40] using the Philly traces in a Homogeneous set-
ting. We use TunedJobs for Shockwave, Themis and Gavel
and re-tuned the job hyper-parameters to fully exploit the
64-GPU cluster. Table 4 (and the left-most bars in Figure 1)
shows average and 99th percentile (p99) job completion
times, average job makespan and average number of GPU
hours consumed to train a job.

Policy JCT Make-
span

GPU
hrs/jobAvg. p99

Sia 1.9h 18.1h 21.4h 8.4h
Pollux[44] 2.0h 19.3h 21.7h 8.6h
Shockwave[61]+TJ 3.6h 32.8h 35.0h 12.5h
Themis[34]+TJ 5.4h 44.7h 49.7h 17.2h
Gavel[40]+TJ 4.3h 37.1h 44.3h 15.3h

Table 4. Comparison of Sia against state-of-the-art in the
Homogeneous setting. TJ is short for TunedJobs.

Pollux was designed for this scenario, and Sia matches
it on all metrics, even outperforming Pollux as its ILP for-
mulation can guarantee a global optimum (Pollux’s genetic
algorithm does not). Sia had fewer restarts compared to Pol-
lux – 2.6 vs 5.1 restarts per job, so Sia wasted fewer GPU
hours on checkpoint-restore operations. Shockwave [61] is
the best inelastic scheduler as its objective optimizes for job
progress and finish-time-fairness while penalizing sched-
ules that result in large makespan. Themis (optimizing FTF)
and Gavel (optimizing cluster throughput) fall behind Shock-
wave on all metrics. Sia and Pollux both exploit adaptivity
and show a 50-70% improvement over the state-of-the-art
inelastic baselines in all metrics.

Resource heterogeneity, but not job adaptability. The
right-most bars in Figure 1 show average JCTs for the three
schedulers, but with every job being treated as rigid – it
must be run with the batch size and GPU count specified
in the trace. Said differently, auto-scaling and co-adaptive
batch size tuning is disabled for Sia and Pollux, evening the
playing field with Gavel that cannot exploit job adaptivity.
Even though Gavel was designed for this scenario, Sia out-
performs it by about 25%. This can be atttributed to the fact
that Sia explicitly optimizes for goodput (aka a max-sum-
goodput policy) while Gavel optimizes for cluster throughput
(max-sum-throughput policy). So, with inelastic jobs, Sia will



Figure 8. CDF of (left) Finish-Time Fairness ratio 𝜌[34],
and (right) job completion times for Sia, Pollux, Gavel and
Shockwave usingHelios traces in the heterogeneous setting.

always provides higher per-GPU goodput, resulting in better
performance over Gavel. Pollux also optimizes for sum of
goodput, but produces worse JCTs as it is blind to and cannot
exploit the GPU heterogeneity in the cluster.

5.5 Finish Time Fairness
Mahajan et al. [34] propose finish-time fairness (FTF [34]) as
a metric that captures fairness of allocations to a job over its
lifetime in a cluster. Assume job 𝐽 sees an average contention
(total number of jobs requesting resources) of 𝑁𝑎𝑣𝑔 and takes
𝑇𝑠 to complete. Finish-time fairness (FTF) ratio 𝜌 for the job
𝐽 is defined as the ratio of a job’s completion time in a shared
cluster (𝑇𝑠 ) to its JCT in an isolated and fair-sized cluster
(𝑇𝑓 ), where the isolated cluster contains 𝑁𝑔𝑝𝑢𝑠

𝑁𝑎𝑣𝑔
, and 𝑁𝑔𝑝𝑢𝑠

is the cluster size. We extend finish-time-fairness, defined
originally for homogeneous clusters [34], to heterogeneous
clusters as follows –

𝜌 =
∑︁
𝐺

𝑃 (𝐺 = 𝑔) · 𝜌𝑔 (6)

where 𝜌𝑔 is the FTF ratio for GPU type 𝑔.𝑃 (𝐺 = 𝑔) is the
probability that a random GPU in the cluster is of type 𝑔,
given by 𝑁𝑔

𝑁𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
where 𝑁𝑔 is the number of GPUs of type 𝑔,

and 𝑁𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 is sum of 𝑁𝑔 across GPU types. 𝜌𝑔 is computed us-
ing the homogeneous-cluster definition [34] and only for the
𝑁𝑔 GPUs of type 𝑔. If there exists only one GPU type, Equa-
tion (6) reduces to the homogeneous-cluster definition, pre-
serving the metric’s semantics. For heterogeneous clusters,
𝜌 can be interpreted as the expectation of the FTF ratio taken
over multiple GPU types.

𝜌 > 1 means unfair executions: job finishes faster in iso-
lation than using scheduler’s policy, while 𝜌 < 1 means
sharing resources can improve job runtimes using idle GPUs.
A vertical CDF for 𝜌 with all jobs having 𝜌 ≤ 1 means a per-
fectly finish-time-fair scheduler. We are interested in three
metrics: (a) worst FTF ratio [34, 61] across all jobs, (b) unfair
job fraction [61](fraction of jobs with 𝜌 > 1), and (c) CDF(𝜌).

Figure 8 (left) shows the CDF of finish-time-fairness ratios
for Sia, Pollux, Gavel and Shockwave using theHelios traces
in a heterogeneous-setting. From Figure 8, we see visually
that Sia is more fair (more vertical and <1) than Gavel, Pollux
or Shockwave. Indeed, Sia provides a worst FTF ratio of 1.2
and unfair fraction of <0.3%.
The worst FTF ratio for the other schedulers in Figure 8

are: Pollux=4.6, Gavel=27.8, Shockwave=3.3. Their unfair

job fractions are 28%, 15% and 14%, respectively. Shockwave
does better than Gavel and Pollux, since it penalizes jobs
with high FTF ratios, trading worst FTF ratio for unfair job
fraction when compared to other schedulers. Sia achieves by
far the lowest unfair job fraction and worst FTF ratio.

Figure 8 shows job completion times for Gavel, Shockwave,
and Sia. Gavel and Shockwave prioritize either makespan or
long jobs, resulting in worse outcomes for short jobs during
periods of congestion. Sia adapts to prioritizing minimizing
average JCT or makespan based on congestion levels: scale
down long jobs during congestion to prioritize incoming
short jobs (reduces congestion) and scaling out long jobs
during reduced congestion to minimize makespan.

5.6 Policy overhead and scalability
In the 64-GPUHeterogeneous settingwithHelios traces, Sia’s
policy optimization has amedian and 95th percentile runtime
of 96ms and 426ms, respectively(insignificant overheads for
60s scheduling rounds). Pollux takes longer with median and
p95 times at 2.2s and 4.8s, respectively, indicating it may
not scale to larger cluster sizes. Gavel is significantly faster
with a median and p95 policy runtime of 13ms and 28ms,
respectively.

Figure 9 shows scheduling policy runtime as a function of
cluster size. Experiments are conducted using the Heteroge-
neous setting runningHelios traces, scaled up to 2048 GPUs
(traces scaled accordingly). Sia scales well, with a single-
second runtime for policy optimization, enabling manage-
ment of large clusters with thousands of GPUs and many
GPU types. Pollux’s genetic algorithm runs significantly
slower ( 100x slower than Sia’s ILP formulation) and strug-
gles to find optimal solutions for large clusters due to an
explosion of search space complexity (even without consid-
ering the extra complexity induced by heterogeneity). Gavel
is much quicker, because it does not consider job-adaptation.

Figure 9.Median policy runtime for Sia, Pollux, and Gavel
for various cluster sizes using proportionally-sized Helios
traces. Error bars represent 25th and 75th percentiles.

5.7 Sia Parameter Sensitivity
Fairness parameter (p). Figure 10 shows scheduler metrics
for Sia, as a function of 𝑝 computed using the Helios traces.

The impact of 𝑝 on 99th percentile JCT is very evident as
Sia allocates more GPUs to jobs that can take advantage of
both scale and newer GPU types better (particularly BERT
and ImageNet training jobs). Since these jobs also tend to



run for a long duration, this drastically reduces their JCTs,
bringing down the p99 JCTs the expense of average JCT. This
also affects fairness of allocations and we notice that 𝑝 = 1.0
has higher unfair job fraction (not shown here) compared
𝑝 = −0.5. We choose 𝑝 = −0.5 since it performs the best
among all the 𝑝 values we tested along the average JCT,
average makespan and finish-time-fairness metrics.

Figure 10. (Left) Trend for average and 99th percentile JCTs,
and makespan for various values of 𝑝 for Sia, and (Right)
Average JCT for Sia for different scheduling round durations.

Scheduling round duration. We use a 60-second sched-
uling round duration for all our experiments. Increasing
round duration from 60s to 300s increased average JCT for
Sia by 333s (12%), while a shorter duration (30s) resulted in
a higher rate of re-allocations and worsened average JCT.
Sia’s policy optimization takes less than 1 second, even for
moderately sized clusters, and we choose a round duration
of 60s since it performed the best. There was no significant
change in p99 JCT or makespan observed.

Figure 11. Average JCT and makespan for Sia on Philly
traces as a function of the % of jobs that support (Left) only
strong-scaling adaptivity, and (Right) no adaptivity (Rigid)

Fraction of jobs supporting adaptivity. Sia supports adapt-
ing batch size, GPU count, and GPU type. Figure 11 shows
the average JCT and makespan for Sia, normalized to all
AdaptiveJobs (0% constrainted), as we vary the percentage
of jobs with restrictions on which dimensions are adapted.
Strong-scaling adaptivity constrains a job to use a fixed (user-
supplied) batch size, but allows Sia to optimize the number
and type of GPUs allocated to this job. Rigid jobs constrain a
job to use a fixed batch size and fixed GPU count, but allow
Sia to optimize the GPU type allocated. From Figure 11, we
can conclude the following: (1) optimizing number of GPUs
in addition to the GPU type improves avg JCT by 56%, and
(2) additionally optimizing batch size (with number of GPUs
and GPU type) improves avg JCT by another 13%.
Profiling Overheads. Profiling jobs incurs overheads, and
profiling every possible configuration is impractical. Too
little profiling and Sia might produce sub-optimal schedules,

while too much profiling can waste cluster resources for mar-
ginal improvement in cluster efficiencies. To understand this
trade-off, we evaluate Sia on Helios traces in three settings:
(a) Oracle is an ideal set-
ting where Sia knows a
job’s throughput on any
set of resources (a best-
case scenario for Sia)
(b)No Prof does not pro-
file initially and adopts a profile-as-you-go approach, result-
ing in zero profiling overhead (but no initial info for Sia);
and (c) Bootstrap uses min-GPU profiles and extrapolates
throughput for yet-to-run configurations (see Section 3), re-
quiring ≈0.1 GPU hrs of profiling for each job—a middle
ground between the extremes. Note that Oracle only serves
as a baseline to quantify the effectiveness of Sia’s bootstrap
approach; it is impractical in most clusters, as it would need
to profile 100s-1000s of placements across GPU types (1-10
GPU hrs/job).

Sia with Bootstrap performs 30% better than No Prof and
only 8% worse than Oracle, demonstrating the effectiveness
of its bootstrappingmechanisms for heterogeneity-aware job
adaptivity with minimal profiling overhead. We also found
that profiling two GPU counts per GPU type performed
worse that Sia’s minimized approach. Sia’s bootstrappping
also scales well: for a cluster with 20 GPU types, bootstrap-
ping adds <5% overhead to a job’s execution.

6 Conclusion
Sia efficiently schedules adaptive DL jobs on heterogeneous
resources, co-adapting each job’s assignment of GPU count,
GPU type, and batch size, resulting in increased DL clus-
ter performance. Experiments show 30–93% reductions in
average JCT, 28–95% reductions in p99 JCT and makespan,
and 22–31% reductions in the unfair job fraction, when Sia
is compared to existing schedulers. As such, Sia provides a
critical component for emerging heterogeneous DL clusters.
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